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Abstract. Since the first launch of Star One in 2014, ZTE has been boldly
exploring the voice interaction design of smartphones. Through years of practice
the ZTE design team gained rich experience. This paper is a brief introduction of
eight design principles that have been summarized in the light of its design and
a more beautiful user experience, created by the team on the analysis of the
advantage and disadvantage of voice interaction. These 8 principles include:
Reducing screen domination, eliminating embarrassment, smart scene, complex
operations and long command, pause any time, learnability and emotion. Espe‐
cially the first 3 described the core thinking of voice interaction designs in ZTE
mobile phones.
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1 Introduction

The journey of exploring voice recognition, understanding and synthesis has never
stopped in the past 7 decades. The voice user interaction technology has advanced with
the rapid development of smart mobile devices and cloud computing. The speech to text
technology used to record in the iFLYTECH 2015 conference has superior accuracy in
character and semantic recognition than those of 5 stenographers in the show day.

However, due to the diversity of usage scenarios and the complexity of software/
hardware coordination, the user experience of those voice assistants, including 3rd party
applications or system layer integrated, is barely satisfactory on those smart mobile
devices. The advantages of voice interaction is just as obvious as its disadvantages.
Therefore, how to avoid those disadvantages and optimize user experience with smart
mobile devices’ usage scenarios and hardware configuration, is very worthy of research
topic. ZTE design team has made great progress and efforts to lead the industry. This
article summarized the thinking in the design process and proposed 8 simple design
principles for your reference.
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2 Disadvantages

It’s been a long-standing dream to communicate with machines because voice is a natural
way of communication. But VUI (Voice User Interaction) has some fundamental defects
compared to mainstream matured GUI (Graphic User Interface).

2.1 Uncertainty of Input, Output and Understanding

Human language is very complex. There are over 5000 languages in the world, of which
about 140 ones have more than 1 million users. Take Chinese for example, it has
numerous dialects. Apart from mandarin, there are 6 other main dialects, Wu, Xiang,
Gan, Hakka, Cantonese and Min. It is said that Fujian province itself has 8 non-mutually-
intelligible sub-varieties.

Even with the same language and accent, there are other variations such as poly‐
phony, pronunciation and intonation, participle, punctuation, rhetoric and tone which
may alter the meaning of the context.

This complexity and uncertainty has significant impacts on three major field of tech‐
nologies, voice recognition, semantic comprehension and speech synthesis. Those three
fields are the foundation of voice interaction technology, including three phases: input,
understanding and output. Failures during any of those phases will result in miscom‐
munication or poor user experience. [1]

2.2 Weak Guidance

People may take seat when they see a chair, pull or push when seeing a door, and grasp
the handrail when riding a subway. Donald Norman tells us that these are signs and some
designers can add to the ideogram.

Generally GUI are guidance to users, telling them how to confirm, cancel, or even
tell you to follow this interesting WeChat account by a shining animation [2].

Nevertheless, Voice is invisible and you wouldn’t know what kind of services are
provided until the actual interaction occurs. Even in the process of interaction, you still
don’t know what the boundary is, what you can or can’t do. You need to listen carefully
to find whether it provides such service or not.

The lack of guidance further confirms the supporting role of voice interaction.

2.3 Picky on Usage Scenarios

Mobile device design needs to consider different usage scenarios. In contrast to GUI,
VUI has more using there are more usage scenarios.

Firstly, it will be a lot less efficient when it is used in noisy environment.
Secondly, using voice command may disturb others in quiet public places and it has

privacy issues. Therefore to avoid those uncomfortable incidents, voice interactions are
usually not used in such places like libraries, meeting rooms, hospitals or banks (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1. Scenario analysis

2.4 Transient (Unrepeatable)

While voice has the characteristics of time and space (vibrate, position, broadcast), and
is a four-dimensional ‘object’, it only shows its time characteristic for a specific receiver.
Compared with visual, voice is transient. A distraction will likely to cause misunder‐
standing. This is the reason why a ‘repeat’ option is offered in many of the telephony
voice services GUI allows users to see the menu at any level and input with no time
restrictions but voice doesn’t work. This transient applies to not only when users receive
information from machine but also when giving orders to machine. Human communi‐
cations are not like actor’s lines because people may forget and repeat words. Yet many
of those voice interaction products are designed to end up with a shorter recognition
time. That means they consider command completed and start the executions.
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2.5 High Expectation

Apart from its technology, people have high expectations on how intelligent voice inter‐
action should be. Naturally, there will be strong dissatisfaction when it is not performing
as smart as expected causing people against using voice interactions.

3 Strength

Voice interaction has some limitations, but it also has many obvious advantages. That’s
the reason why it becomes the hot spot in modern AI field and IT industry.

3.1 More Friendly, Natural and Intuitive

Voice language was emerged earlier than written language and was first used in human
communication which helped to establish a larger community to win a better develop‐
ment. Everyone grows up learning how to communicate and learning how to express
themselves in writing. So voice language is destined to be more friendly, natural and
intuitive than written language.

Aristotle once said “Spoken words are the symbols of mental experience and written
words are the symbols of spoken words”, although in hieroglyphic system,“Spoken
words are the sound of one’s heart while writings are the pictures of one’s heart.” (Fayan.
Volume Wenshen, Yangxiong, scholar of the Western Han Dynasty), there are not a lot
pictograph characters drawn from heart and they became fewer and fewer as society
develops. On the other hand, phonographic characters occupied 90% of all characters in
Kangxi dictionary. This indicates that phonographic characters has been the mainstream
in new vocabularies in the development of Chinese characters. [3]

It begins from one’s mind to sound and then sound to written words. Therefore the
GUI based on symbols and words is not as friendly, natural and intuitive as voice based
VUI.

3.2 Unlimited Display Boundary

GUI has clear display boundaries, whether it shows on a 3” 5” 6” or 10” mobile device,
a 15” 21” 40” 50” desktop display, or a bigger projector. Due to limited space, GUI
often displays in the form of a muti-level menu tree.

While VUI is not restrained by space, it can theoretically have infinite level 1 menu
to where users have direct access without going through levels.

3.3 No Visual Disturbance

GUI is the dominate form of user interface and this is not likely be changed in the short
term, no matter how well you designed a voice interaction product. However if VUI is
used as an auxiliary tool, it will give you an amazing user experience without pop-up
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windows or having to switch between screens, and no need to interrupt your current
operation.

3.4 Long Operable Distance

Usually GUI interactions occurs within finger tips unless using a wireless controller or
a Bluetooth mouse. For mobile devices discussed in this paper, space is very limited.
Take touch screen for example, 15’ would be the largest screen you can find on the
market, and the common viewing distance is less than 1 m. Gesture control on the other
hand, frees some space but requires the user to stay in it’s camera or sensor’s active area.

By comparison, VUI has a farther operable distance. With enhanced microphone
process on smart phones, VUI could reach 3–5 m and over 10 m with a professional
meeting system.

4 Voice Interaction Principles

We have looked into the strength and weakness of voice interaction which uses sound
as the media of communication. Now we introduce below design guidelines attached
relevant cases to design a good user experience.

4.1 Reduce Screen Domination

On those devices that use GUI as primary user interface, VUI provides a form of inter‐
action with 1 extra dimension. Its advantage is to allow parallel operation and does not
occupy your screen, so it can greatly improve efficiency. Reducing interface exclusivity
is a very important and easily overlooked design principles.

‘hands free’ is the word that appears to people’s mind when it comes to voice inter‐
action design. Therefore the GUI that supposed to complement each other can be short
of consideration. For instance, Apple made such a mistake after activating Siri, it occu‐
pies the entire screen and blocked all other usage.

It would bring amazing user experience if screen domination could be avoided.
For example, you are using Wechat or blog on a mobile browser, at this stage you

want to play music. With GUI you would have to quit those applications, go back to
launcher, find and open the music player and then chose your desired song to play. Not
only is it tedious, but it also needs to interrupt the current operation. With VUI help, it
is much easier. You may play any songs with just one simple voice command. But you
won’t feel the convenience if the interface for your voice assistant dominates the screen–
you would need to stop and wait for it to disappear.

ZTE smart voice assistant took a very conspicuous but not exclusive interface design:
when the voice assistant is activated by voice command or other methods, in addition
to the alarm sound there is a notification on the top of the screen only, with tips on the
animated wave:”please say voice command”. And you can still touch other part of this
screen to use your phone (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2. ZTE voice assistant and Siri (picture on the right). Picture on the left is ZTE logo which
indicates the combination of sound and touch

Nevertheless, in some cases such as a confirmation page or when no other actions
are advised, A clear full screen GUI can speed up interaction process (Fig. 3).

For example, when you are trying to call a contact person with multiple numbers, a
simple name voice-command cannot tell which number to call from. So you would need
a full screen interface with listed and sorted phone numbers, then you can quickly make
the phone call by just a click on that number or saying the voice command via voice
assistant (Fig. 4).
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Fig. 3. Target oriented design (flow chart comparison)
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Fig. 4. Librarian and map

4.2 Affordence and Guidance

In our real world, we can see the boundaries and sense the affordence. The same thing
in the GUI world, you would swipe when you see a slider, click when you see an icon.
people already have some conventions and boundaries.

i.e. if you are looking for a book in a library, you would understand all the book
index, directions and bathroom locations when you see the library map. but you wouldn’t
use it to find the way home because the map has a clear boundary. It tells you exactly
what it has and what it doesn’t. Voice interaction is like when you ask someone how to
go to the nearest bathroom or where to find philosophy books. You want everyone you
asked is a professional librarian who know everything about this library. But sometimes
when he is not you would have to ask a stranger who may not know the library at all.
Then this could become difficult in your pathfinding experience. Therefore, making your
voice assistant the omniscient ‘librarian’ is the priority. Try to extend its boundary and
improve its knowledge as much as possible.
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All-round Design. According to different products, try to design the scope of voice
interaction as large as possible. This includes functional definition and voice material
design.

Take mobile phones for example. Users should be able to use every functions of this
phone through VUI such as phone calls, messaging, taking photos, starting and closing
applications, changing settings, adding or deleting alarms and calender events etc.
Additional cloud service can even provide jokes, weather reports, daily news, reserva‐
tions, Uber and other services. The more comprehensive VUI can be realized, the more
likely the consumer will be in the long-term use.

At the same time, voice materials are equally important. Each user may speak differ‐
ently to perform the same action. Play music for instance, you may say “play music”,
“play life in full bloom” or “play WangFeng’s song” which are all imperative sentences,
while other may say “can you play WangFeng’s song?” which is a question. The more
complete the voice material is, the more likely a user use it.

Guidance. Today GUI as a leading design, proper guidance through visual and audio
is what should be carefully designed to help those users achieve a more efficient expe‐
rience when exploring VUI.

First of all, in addition to regular visual assistance, using scenarized designs give
users a very intelligent user experience.

For example, a user is probably looking for an application icon when he is repeatedly
swiping on the screen. At this time, a friendly notice helps him find that icon via a simple
voice command. This is a great example of scenarized design which can develop users
ability to use VUI while it is not disturbing.

Moreover, if the system can tell the possible name of the song or the singer, or even
hum the tune when users are searching in music players; or give the user a popup notice
‘show me photos taken in Wuxi last month’ when exploring albums; or reminds users
to quickly call using voice command when he is difficult on finding the right number.
Those are tentative guidance designs. If users can try and solve their problems success‐
fully, they will gradually become accustomed to and fall in love with VUI.

Last but not the least is the voice notice, mainly in the first use or error. For instance,
when the driver mode is launched for the first time, it will tell the user the basic operations
such as how to activate, commands etc. When the system does not fully understand
user’s command it will ask narrow-down questions based on the recognized words, or
ask the user to repeat the voice command, for example ‘Sorry I do not understand please
say****, or ****’.

To create a good guidance, the time and content of the notice is crucial. It starts with
the right time and the correct understanding of the scenario. The content should focus
on those scenarios where tasks are much easier to complete through VUI than GUI. So
as to rapidly attract users to use voice interactions (Fig. 5).
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Fig. 5. Screenshots of voice interaction guidance interfaces on ZTE mobile phones

Show Clear Boundaries. It is a essential to let users know what voice interaction
cannot do and by doing so will give users feelings of control. For example, if a user says
‘buy me a blockbuster movie ticket’ while the VUI does not support this function, the
system should send a distinct message to the user that “I cannot purchase movie tickets
yet, now searching on web browser”.
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4.3 Eliminates Embarrassment

Embarrassment is an emotional state and one of the authoritative definitions is: it is a
emotional experience when someone has a socially unacceptable act (which has char‐
acteristics of time and regions), that was unexpectedly becomes the focus of society
(witnessed by or revealed to others) resulting in submissive behavior (loss of honor) to
please others [4].

The causes for embarrassment usually are: Poor performance (singing out of tune),
clumsy movements (fall on the red carpet), cognitive error (mistaken someone), inap‐
propriate act (dressed badly), unintentionally invasion of privacy (entering the wrong
room), attract attention (suddenly become the focus) etc. VUI usually has one or more
of the above problems so many considered it as a tricky interaction experience [5].

According to my own experience in design and case study, I believe the most impor‐
tant thing to eliminate embarrassment is to avoid poor performance, inappropriate act
and attracting attention.

Avoid Poor Performance. Performance relies on the development of voice interaction
technologies to improve known issues. For example, failure to voice wake-up, the
system is not responding no matter what you say; mistaken suddenly the system speaks
“I am here, what can I do for you?” when you are talking to someone; failure to recognize:
“sorry, I don’t understand what you mean”, or the system executed a wrong voice
command. Unable to execute: poor network, music not found in local music library etc.
Hardware improvements and algorithm optimization is off topic.

However those problems can be partially solved.
For example, narrow down the scope according to scenarios or by selected questions

such as ‘answer or reject?’, ‘yes or no?’. the experiments prove that over 80% of the
testers use same words from the questions rather than using new words. This signifi‐
cantly reduced the voice recognition difficulty.

Avoid Inappropriate Act. Avoiding inappropriate act demands a more natural oper‐
ation which means additional natural interaction technology is required. For instance,
voice call is a classic example of elimination embarrassment by using proximity sensor,
gyroscope and VUI. In past VUI users need to say ‘hello siri’, then say ‘call XXX’ after
receiving respond from the system. Not many people use this function in public because
it just looks dumb, even though the rate of successfully made phone calls was high.

Apparently, whether it is an appropriate behavior has strong social and time attrib‐
utes. A common wear in the Qing Dynasty such as Mandarin jacket looks like costume
nowadays. Phone with Bluetooth headset in ancient times would definitely be considered
as a crazy talking to himself. Some inhabits of Today’s VUI could become popular in
the future. And interaction designers’ focus shall be gradually moving from GUI to VUI.
But in current situation, we can only adapt to the development of social cognition and
culture, and design a more natural experience.

Avoid Attracting Attention. Avoiding attention is too difficult for VUI because you
will always draw attention when speaking to the machine-even when no one is around,
you may still feel the concerns.
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In my opinion, it is an effective way to reduce short voice-activated materials, code
command, natural interaction design.

First of all, a short voice-activated command can significantly lower attentions.
Usually users would need a proper respond when a smart terminal was voice-activated,
such as “I’m here, how can I help you” and it is hard not to draw attention if it is activated
in a public place. So this design is preferably for those tools that are used in a private
place such as a driving assistant etc. However it is not applicable when you are entering
an underground garage and try to turn on the flashlight. In this situation efficiency matters
the most. So it would be ideal to turn on your flashlight (on your mobile phone) with
just a ‘ting’ sound or vibrate without drawing any attention.

Using code is also a good design. This allows users to customize their own activation
code for quick access to specific applications. For example, use ‘let’s go’ for opening
Google map application, or ‘flash light’ for flash light. This is not just to avoid attention.
When everyone feels panic, you use a simple word command to open your flashlight on
your mobile phone and it will turn the embarrassment associated with attention into
proud-look, how brilliant my phone is!

As for natural interaction design, we have looked into a case which utilizes proximity
sensor gyroscope and voice interaction to make phone calls. So we will not be further
discussing this matter.

4.4 Smart Scene

It could be very frustrating, if you talk to someone who does not know anything about
chemistry, like Ammonium bicarbonate or melamine. So voice and semantic recognition
are usually categorized as if professionals have specializations. Because VUI is not a
menu choice, it has infinite possibilities. With limited hardware and network on mobile
terminals, we can categorize the infinity into specified scenarized design thus to improve
the successful rate of VUI interaction. This is the concept of smart scene.

For instance, you may pre-load more music relevant content such as singers, bands,
song titles; and you may grant system access to all your contact names. This will make
your system smarter and reduce false command caused by voice recognition errors.
Suppose you have a contact named Gaofeng while one of your favorite singer is also
named Gaofeng (same pronunciation but different characters). So with smart scene the
system will understand which Gaofeng you refer to accordingly.

Moreover, context should also be considered in voice recognition. For instance when
a user asks ‘how about tomorrow?’ right after a voice weather query, the system should
continue this conversation and give tomorrow’s weather forecast. Context is one of the
important characteristics in human conversations, thus we must consider this in our
designs.

4.5 Complex Operation and Long Command

VUI are especially suitable for complex operation and long command because it can
reach to targets directly without having to go through menu trees. Such designs can
increase user viscosity [6].
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For example, ‘show me last month’s photos taken in Wuxi’, ‘remind me that there
is a meeting with my client at 9 am tomorrow morning’, ‘set a 5 min alarm’, those are
all complex operations. In the GUI system, you would need to open the album, go to
settings and set it to be sorted by location, then open Wuxi to the last month. This could
be the same for setting calenders and alarms which requires multiple clicks after we
open an application.

Long command means a command with detailed content. Such as “help me to trans‐
late, how to go to the airport”, “send a message to my wife, I have to work late tonight
and won’t be home for dinner” etc. These type of commands are more efficient, and
more important. It gives users a more intelligent feeling, making it looks like a private
assistant rather than a machine.

4.6 Pause Any Time

This principle is very simple to understand. People can interrupt each other at any time,
and machine should do, too. However this has not been taken into considerations for
product designs and has become the reasons why many users dislike and leave such
products. For example, when the voice assistant is reading a new message, users should
be able to interrupt or read the next message at any time. Same applies to music player
when users want to cut, pause or chose to play the next song.

4.7 Learnability

Learnability has become a basic requirement people have for smart products. The
longer you use the product, the smarter this product become and the more comfort‐
ably you use it.

Learnability in terms of technologies is to adapt to accents or tunes etc. As for inter‐
action design, we focus on how to let the products know more about you.

For instance, when you say “navigate to work”, your phone does not know the
address. So it should ask “where do you work?”. once you have answered it, it will never
ask again. This is a simple example of learnability.

So when designing a voice assistant, you would need to plan a user database
including locations like home and working place, or lifestyle such as timetables and
exercise habits; or work related matters like business trips.

In fact, in additional to the voice interaction itself, a voice assistant should be able
to understand users through the use of the mobile device. This can be system applications
such as calender, alarm clock and to do list, or 3rd party applications like Taobao, JD.
Only then can a voice assistant truly understand the users’ need.

4.8 Emotion

Emotion is a distant dream for mobile device interaction design because the maturity of
artificial psychology is far less than artificial intelligence. Just like many design concepts
and principles mentioned earlier in this paper, designers should focus on design methods,
with the help of current technologies, to make better products.
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Although real emotion is hard to simulate, designs can bring us closer by using rich
verbals and personified settings.

Take voice-activated command for example, you would need to call someone’s
name and received a respond before real communication. So does machine which
need an activation code as well. Many of the voice assistant requires a ‘voice lock’
such as ‘hello Siri’ or ‘hello ZTE’. This feels mechanical and less friendly. It would
be much more comfortable if users are allowed to customize the code just like to give
a name to a new pet.

Emotional design is usually flexible, independent and creative. In one of my design
patent, I designed a multi-theme proposal for naming process–users are able to chose
from one of the naming theme where it is presented smartly and full of fun.

5 Conclusion

Voice interaction is a more natural and friendly interaction. Although with today’s tech‐
nologies, artificial intelligence and artificial psychology is yet to develop, VUI shall
replace GUI as the main interaction interface in the future.

Meanwhile, we should also understand VUI’s strength and weakness over GUI. In
order to enable more users to get used to VUI, designers must bring up a better user
experience. Reduce screen domination, eliminate embarrassment, smart scene, complex
operations and long command, pause any time, learnability and emotion are the 8 design
principles summarized in this paper. Especially the first 3 described the core thinking
of voice interaction designs in ZTE mobile phones.

Apparently, those principles are made based on the current computing abilities,
network speed, and voice recognition technologies, and are limited to the development
of technologies. In addition, to some extend they are one-sided due to the solo product
type involved in the study. Thus peer reviews are very welcomed to continued improve‐
ment and perfection.
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